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Abstract: The object of investigation is the stage, the geometry and flow conditions of which
are typical for a series of steam turbines in operation in Polish power plants. The flow analysis is
based on the CFD calculations performed using FlowER, a specialized URANS code developed for
studying unsteady phenomena in turbine stages and sections. The paper presents flow patterns
illustrating the interaction between vortices inside and downstream of the rotor passage and the
resultant exit flow angle (EFA) fluctuations recorded at the stage exit. An attempt is made to
attribute individual EFA fluctuations to particular vortices and their development stages.
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1. Introduction

The flow through a turbine stage is extremely complex due to the presence
of secondary flows and vortices in the stator and rotor cascades. At the leading
edges of stator and rotor blades, systems of horseshoe vortices are formed near
hub and tip endwalls. Inside the rotor these vortices are converted into passage
vortices after collecting the vorticity transported with passage cross flows. When
interacting with blade trailing edges, each passage vortex generates the so-called
trailing shed vortex of opposite rotation. Along the blade span, the trailing edges
of the stator and rotor blades are sources of continuous wakes transported with
the main flow into the next cascades. Also flow separations, occasionally observed
at rotor passages, can frequently lead to the creation of additional large-scale
vortices of various orientations. Permanent interactions of all the abovementioned
flow structures, not to mention those revealing smaller or varying intensity, such as
corner or leakage vortices for instance, make studying the turbine flow extremely
difficult. Various secondary flow models developed to illustrate the flow structure
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inside the stator/rotor passage differ in many details concerning relative positions
of vortices with respect to each other and the passage walls [1–4].

The study of the interaction of secondary flow structures in a turbine
stage frequently aims at assessing the level of unsteady losses generated by this
phenomenon in a single stage ([5], for instance). In the present article, another
interaction effect is examined, which is the flow angle fluctuations recorded at
the stage exit. The exit flow angle (EFA) is a parameter of high importance for
numerous types of flow analyses in fluid-flow machines, including blade stagger
angle selection, blade leading edge shaping, loss generation, stator or rotor
clocking, etc. An overwhelming number of these flow analyses make use of EFA
distributions obtained from steady-state calculations, frequently circumferentially
averaged. More detailed studies attempt to take into account unsteady effects, but
in the conditions which can hardly capture the real nature of vortex interactions
due to insufficient grid resolution.

2. Stage geometry and flow conditions

The object of examination is an HP turbine stage, the geometry and basic
dimensions of which are typical for a series of turbines in operation in Polish
power plants. The design of the examined stage is shown in Figure 1 along with
the definitions of main stage dimensions. The inner diameters of the stator and
rotor passages, Dws and Dwr, are 812 and 810mm, while the stator and rotor

Figure 1. Turbine stage geometry
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blade lengths, ls and lr, are 60 and 64mm, respectively. The stator-to-rotor pitch
ratio ts/tr is 2.36. The stator and rotor cascades are constructed of PLK and
P2 blade profiles. The chord length of the stator blades, cs, is 75mm, and their
stagger angle, γs, is 44 degrees. The rotor blade chord length, cr, is 35mm, while
the rotor stagger angle, γr, is 19 degrees. The examined stage reveals relatively
good performance characteristics and regular distributions of losses [6].

A basic tool used for examining the flow was FlowER, a specialised CFD
code for studying flows through turbine stages and sections. In the present ap-
plication the code solves a set of Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
(URANS) equations complemented by Menter’s SST turbulence model. The gov-
erning equations are solved numerically based on the cell-centred finite-volume
discretisation, Godunov-type upwind differencing, a high resolution ENO scheme
and the Beam-Warming implicit operator, δ [7]. The unsteady calculation option
applied in FlowER is based on a concept of the time-space periodicity conditions,
which makes it possible to perform one-to-one passage calculations for a stage
having an arbitrary stator-to-rotor pitch ratio [8]. In the past, the code was fre-
quently used by IF-FM research teams for analysing flows through turbine stages
and sections. The results of these studies were, as a rule, in more than good
agreement with the measurement data recorded on both model turbines and real
turbosets in operation in Polish power plants. As far as unsteady vortex inter-
actions are concerned, direct code validation was not performed due to the lack
of relevant reference data. However, FlowER was used by the author in the past
for studying the 2D flow structure in an HP turbine rotor passage during the sta-
tor/rotor interaction [9] which was validated using the results recorded by Kost
on a model turbine [10].

The flow conditions assumed in the present analysis included the steam
pressure drop, p0− p2, from 79 to 71 bars, and the total inlet temperature,
Tc, equal to 746.3K. The steam flow direction at the stage inlet was assumed
axial. The resultant averaged mass flow rate calculated for these conditions was
158.3kg/s. The relative mass averaged Mach number at the rotor inlet was 0.147.

The calculations were performed on an H-type grid. Following the rec-
ommendations formulated by the author in past analyses [11], the selected grid
had 144×120×116 = 2004480 nodes in one stator passage and 144×64×240 =
2211840 nodes in one rotor passage. To provide similar numerical conditions for
capturing vortex development, the cells in the fine-resolution grid had comparable
dimensions in all three dimensions, which was a feature often neglected in earlier
analyses presented in the literature. The fine grid resolution in the main flow area
was occupied by a slightly decreased resolution in the boundary layers. The y+
values obtained at the rotor walls as a result of the above compromise were ap-
proximately equal to 25. In the calculations the three-level multigrid procedure
was used, with 50000 iterations performed on the first level and 50000 on the
second level. The third-level calculations were continued until iteration 200000,
after which an acceptable regular shape of the force time history was obtained.
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3. Flow structure downstream of and inside rotor cascade

The scope of the analysis includes a detailed study of the flow structure
in the selected x0y section situated downstream of the examined turbine stage,
z/crz =1.10, and an attempt to recognize the nature and scale of EFA fluctuations
generated by individual secondary vortices.

Figure 2. Instantaneous entropy distribution downstream of a section consisting of five
successive rotor passages: z/crz =1.10, t/T =1/8

Figure 2 shows a general flow pattern in the examined section, in the form
of entropy distribution in the area extending over five consecutive rotor passages.
The observed flow structure comprises a mixture of vortices generated both in the
stator and rotor cascades, with circumferential periodicities characteristic for each
geometry: ts for the stator, and tr for the rotor. Since the stator-to-rotor pitch
ratio in the stage is not an integer number, which is a rather typical situation in
turbine stages, the flow pattern observed downstream of each individual rotor
passage is different. Consequently, unlike the steady-state situation, here the
instantaneous y-distributions of a flow parameter, in particular the exit flow
angle, do not converge in general to the same value at the hypothetical passage
boundaries (marked dark in the figure) being downstream extensions of the rotor
blade trailing edges. However, these distributions, although different for the same
time, create the same sequences of changes for each passage, only shifted from
passage to passage by the time corresponding to the stator-to-rotor pitch ratio.
Therefore, to get a general view of exit flow angle fluctuations, it is enough to
examine its changes in the section corresponding to one rotor passage only.

Figure 3 shows a sequence of entropy distribution frames recorded in the
central passage from among those shown in Figure 2. One of basic secondary
structures recognised here is the rotor wake (8), seen near the right-hand side
of each frame. The wake is thin, sharp and regular over most of its length, with
some traces of rotor passage vortices and trailing shed vortices situated at its ends
(such as the rotor hub trailing shed vortex (9), for instance). The next structure
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Figure 3. Entropy contours in x0y plane downstream of rotor cascade: z/crz =1.10

occupying nearly the entire span of the passage is the stator wake (1). Unlike its
rotor counterpart, whose position is almost the same in each frame (if we neglect
local effects of its interaction with other structures), the stator wake appears only
in a sequence of consecutive diagrams for the dimensionless times t/T = 3/8 to
7/8, where T stands for the period of relative stator/rotor motion, i.e. the time
after which one rotor blade covers a distance equal to the stator pitch. The stator
wake moves next to the rotor wake on its right, which is a tendency already known
from 2D analyses [9]1. It is only the lower part of the stator wake that is shifted
towards the other side of the rotor wake, t/T =4/8, in the area where the stator
hub passage vortex (3) is believed to be located. The interaction of the stator and
rotor wakes does not lead to any remarkable deformation of their shapes along
their regular fragments, x/lr =0.3–0.7. Some visible effects can only be observed
in the hub and tip regions of the turbine passage where the rotor wake shape and
entropy distributions change from figure to figure. The flow fluctuations at the

1. In fact, the present selection of the recording area makes the stator wake appear close
to the left-hand side of the frame in Figure 3. The real arrangement of the two wakes can be
better observed in Figure 2.
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tip endwall are mainly generated by the interaction between the rotor tip passage
vortex (4), the stator tip passage vortex (2), and the stator trailing shed vortex
(6). Similarly, the vortices taking part in the interaction at the hub endwall include
the stator and rotor passage vortices (3, 5) and the rotor trailing shed vortex (9).

The general flow pattern shown in Figure 3 is extremely complicated, due to
the presence and interaction of structures of different strengths and development
stages. That is why the identification of an individual structure included, when
necessary, tracing the course of its development along the rotor passage upstream
of the examined section. Among other factors, an analysis of these data took
also into account the general knowledge on the formation and development of
secondary vortex structures in a turbine cascade, including the models developed
by Sharma and Butler [1], Goldstein and Spores [2], Wang et al. [3], and Doerffer
et al. [4] for a single cascade. Moreover, the analyses of vortex development were
based on both the entropy distributions, which delivered the data on the past
behaviour of the vortex of concern, and the instantaneous secondary velocity
vector distributions, indicating its current strength and activity.

Three next figures, Figure 4 through Figure 6, show sample results of
identification of vortices in the rotor passage area. The first figure presents the
rotor horseshoe vortices forming in the front part of the rotor passage at the time
when they do not interact with the stator structures: z/crz =0.30, t/T =4/8. The
tip horseshoe vortex (4) is strong and regular, while the hub vortex (5), although
also very intensive, has a rather elliptic shape. Both vortices are easy to detect.
The rotor passage vortices shown in the next figure, Figure 5, were recorded in
the x0y section situated close to the rotor blade trailing edge, also at the absence
of the stator structures: z/crz = 0.90, t/T = 1/8. Here, the two vortices are still
easily recognisable but the secondary velocity fields generated by them are less
regular than in the previous figure.

The flow pattern shown in Figure 6 illustrates the situation recorded in
section z/crz =0.90, at the time t/T =4/8, when the rotor vortices interact with
the passing stator structures. At the tip part of the rotor passage, three vortices
can be observed in the entropy distribution diagram, which are: the stator passage
vortex (2), the rotor passage vortex (4), and the stator trailing shed vortex (6).
However, in the secondary velocity vector distribution diagram remarkable traces
of vortex activity can be noticed only for two vortices: (2) and (4) – judging from
the orientation of the velocity vectors. The presence of the rotor passage vortex
(4) is hardly observable, which may suggest a temporary decrease in its strength
due to the interaction with the remaining structures.

In the hub part of the passage section, three vortices are also expected to
be detected, which are the stator passage vortex (3), the rotor passage vortex (5)
and the stator trailing shed vortex. However, the entropy distribution diagram
makes it only possible to trace possible locations of two of them, namely vortices
(3) and (5), while the velocity distributions pattern is too complicated to detect
the presence of a single structure.
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Figure 4. Rotor horseshoe vortices – front passage section: z/crz =0.30, t/T =4/8

The latter case is a good illustration of the difficulties in tracing the presence
and locations of individual vortex structures in the situation when a number of
them interact with each other.

4. EFA fluctuations downstream of rotor cascade

The exit flow angle (EFA) fluctuations were studied using collections of
instantaneous distributions of this quantity recorded along selected y-lines in the
x0y plane located at a distance z/crz =1.10 downstream of the rotor blade leading
edges in the central passage shown in Figure 2. The data are presented in two
forms: as 3D surfaces, illustrating general tendencies of changes in the time-area
domain, and sequences of 2D curves to give more accurate ranges of numerical
EFA values. One of the axes in the 3D diagram represents the dimensionless rotor
blade pitch y/tr, with zero and one situated at the lines being the extensions of
the rotor blade suction side (SS) and pressure side (PS), respectively. The other
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Figure 5. Rotor passage vortices – rear passage section: z/crz =0.90, t/T =1/8

axis is the dimensionless time t/T , the same as in the previous figures. Each time
the 2D curves were constructed as the cross-sections of the 3D surface for selected
t/T values. Sample ETA distributions are given in Figure 7 for the y-lines situated
at x/l = 17, 50 and 95% of the rotor blade span from rotor blade root, see the
scale in Figure 3.

Let us first analyse two central diagrams, for x/lr =0.50, from among those
presented in Figure 7. These diagrams are relatively regular and easy to interpret,
as they represent the region approximately extending between x/lr =0.3–0.7, in
which the dominating effect is the stator/rotor wake interaction. The EFA changes
presented on the right, near PS, are generated by the rotor wake, while those much
weaker and seen close to SS are the effect of the passing stator wake. This wake
configuration is important if we remember that the stator-to-rotor pitch ratio
is equal to 2.36 in the examined stage and all instantaneous patterns of stator
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Figure 6. Interaction of stator/rotor structures: z/crz =0.90, t/T =4/8

structures are shifted approximately by t/T = 0.42 (3.38/8 – in the convention
used for labelling the dimensionless time in the entropy diagrams) from passage
to passage, see Figure 2. As a consequence, the rotor wake situated close to PS
in Figure 7 interacts with the stator wake on its right (not presented in the
diagram) rather than with that shown near SS in the diagram. Therefore, the
abovementioned time shift is to be taken into account when analysing the effects
of the interaction of stator/rotor structures.

The highest EFA peak values in the rotor wake are generated at the times
t/T ≈ 4/8–7/8, i.e. at the absence of the stator wake (if we take into account
the above described time shift rule). When the rotor wake interacts with the
passing stator wake, t/T ≈ 1/8–3/8, the EFA peak decreases and moves outwards
PS. As a consequence, the fluctuations observed in the rotor wake area (meant
as the differences between the maximum and minimum values for the same y/tr)
can reach as much as 40 degrees. At the same time in the remaining part of
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Figure 7. Exit flow angle fluctuations downstream of rotor cascade: z/crz =1.10

the passage width, they do not exceed 20 degrees, even in areas occupied by the
passing stator wake, y/tr =0.0–0.3.

The EFA changes recorded along the y-line located at x/lr =0.80 (not shown
here), where possible effects of the activity of the stator trailing shed vortex (6)
were expected, present a pattern similar to those observed for x/lr =0.50, which
testifies to relatively low strength of this structure.

At the tip endwall, x/lr = 0.95, the 3D surface of EFA changes generated
near PS by the rotor wake is less regular, and it is difficult to attribute its
particular fragments to the action of individual stator vortices, mostly because
of the complicated structure of the stator wake in its endwall fragments, see
Figure 3. The other region in which remarkable EFA changes are recorded is at
y/tr =0.0–0.3, where the rotor tip passage vortex (4) is situated. Here, the highest
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Figure 7 – continued. Exit flow angle fluctuations downstream of rotor cascade

EFA values are observed when the rotor passage vortex is alone, t/T = 1/8 for
instance. When it interacts with the stator passage vortex (2), the EFA peak
value generated by it first decreases, t/T =2/8, and moves towards SS to vanish
almost totally when the stator structures are most active, t/T = 3/8–4/8. Next,
the rotor passage vortex regains its activity and generates high EFA peak values,
t/T =8/8, again. In general, the EFA fluctuations do not exceed 40 degrees in the
area occupied by the vortex structures, y/tr < 0.5 and > 0.85, and 15 degrees in
the remaining passage part. However, unlike the midspan section, x/lr =0.50, the
high-fluctuation area is much wider here.

The EFA changes recorded at the hub endwall, x/lr =0.17, are the highest,
which testifies to relatively high strength of the vortices involved in the interaction.
Like in the tip section, the area in which the steepest gradients of EFA changes are
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Figure 7 – continued. Exit flow angle fluctuations downstream of rotor cascade

observed are those occupied by the rotor wake with the trailing shed vortex (9),
y/tr =0.8–1.0, and by the rotor hub passage vortex (5), y/tr =0.0–0.2. Both the
structures are temporarily affected by the presence of the stator wake (1) with the
hub passage vortex (3), see Figure 4 for t/T =4/8, the effect of which can be the
shift of the rotor wake fluctuation peak off PS. The EFA values generated by the
rotor passage vortex (5) are the highest when it is unaffected by other structures,
t/T =1/8–2/8.

In general, the EFA fluctuations reach 50 degrees both in the rotor wake
region and the rotor passage vortex region. In the free-stream region these
fluctuations are much lower and reach, approximately, 15 degrees.

The difference between the maximum and minimum EFA values recorded
along a given y-line is of high interest for design purposes, as it determines
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changes of flow conditions at the inlet to the next-stage stator cascade. Here,
these differences are approximately equal to 68, 50, and 58, degrees along the
y-lines located at x/lr =0.17, 0.50, and 0.95, respectively.

5. Conclusions

The paper presents flow pattern changes illustrating the interaction between
secondary vortices inside and downstream of the rotor passage and the resultant
exit flow angle (EFA) fluctuations recorded at the stage exit. Main vortices
developing in both the stator and rotor cascades were detected, and basic stages
of the course and effects of their interaction were recorded. The resultant exit flow
angle fluctuations appeared to be the highest in the turbine passage regions close
to the hub endwall where they could reach as much as nearly 70 degrees. The
maximum fluctuations ranged up to 60 degrees near the tip endwall, while they
did not exceed 20–25 degrees in the central part of the turbine passage.

The study is believed to be a valuable supplement to the general knowledge
on turbine flows, providing good opportunities for more accurate assessment of
the scale of fluctuations and spatial EFA distributions in real HP turbine stages,
especially constructions close to those examined in the article. Among other
aspects, the EFA affects the performance of the next stage in the turbine, as
it determines the behaviour of the flow in the vicinity of the next-stage stator
leading edges. In steady-state conditions, the shape of the stator blade which
is frequently selected as most effective in the optimisation process is that with
a relatively sharp leading edge. However, the results of the present study indicate
that the efficiency gains obtained after sharpening the leading edge may be easily
lost when the flow angle fluctuations, unavoidable in a real turbine, are taken
into account. These effects are to be compensated by relevant rounding of the
leading edges of the stator blades. As a final consequence, a realistic compromise
between the two contradicting tendencies towards sharpening the leading edge of
the stator blade to make its steady-state performance more effective and rounding
it to compensate possible flow fluctuations is to be found.
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